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Matroids and Sperner's Lemma
L. LovAsz*
Our starting point is the following well-known lemma from combinatorial topology:
SPERNER'S LEMMA. Let K be a simplicial complex homeomorphic to the d-sphere and let
us (d + 1)-color the vertices of K. If K contains a d-simplex whose vertices are colored
differently, then it contains at least two.
We want to generalize this result as follows.
THEOREM. Let K be a simplicial complex which is a d-dimensional manifold. Also
assume that a matroid of rank d + 1 is defined on the set of vertices ofK. If K has a simplex
whose vertices form a basis of the matroid, then it has at least two.
Sperner's Lemma is obtained when the independent sets of the matroid are exactly those
in which all colors are different. The following can be deduced by standard methods.
COROLLARY. Let S be ad-simplex, K a simplicial subdivision of S and assume that a
matroid of rank d + 1 is defined on the vertices ofK. Assume furthermore that the vertex-set
V(S) ofS is independent in the matroid and that for each As V(S), those verticesofK on the
face spanned by A are contained in the flat of the matroid spanned by A.
Then K has a simplex whose vertices form a basis.
PROOF OFTHE THEOREM. Assume that (ao, ... , ad) is the unique simplex which is a
basis. Let F, denote the flat spanned by {ao, ... , ail. Let Q denote the set of all sequences
(xo, ... , Xd-l) of elements of the matroid such that
xoEFo, XiEF;-Fi- l •
So {xo, ... , Xd-l} is automatically independent in the matroid.
Let us count those (d -1)-dimensional simplices which are in Q. Let B be any d-simplex.
Observe that
(1) if B =(ao, , ad) then B has exactly one facet which is in Q;
(2) if B ,e (ao, , ad) and B has a facet in Q then it has exactly two facets in Q.
To prove this second observation, assume that B = (bo, bI, ... .be) where say
(bo, ... , bd - 1) E Q, i.e.,
boEFo,
Then bd E Fd-I, otherwise B is mapped onto a basis. There is therefore a unique j such that
Now B has the facets (bo, ... , bd- 1) and (bo, ... , b.:«, bs, bj+I, ... ,bd- 1) which are
members of Q and no other such facet.
(1) and (2) imply that counting facets in Q by the d-simplexes containing them, we get an
odd number. Since each facet is counted twice, this is a contradiction.
*This paper was written while the author was visiting the Department of Computer Science, Stanford
University, Stanford, California 94305.
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REMARK. Sperner's Lemma is an elementary but fundamental fact in algebraic
topology. The above generalization involving matroids suggests that homology theory may
be applied to matroids. It appears that this is in fact so, but the elaboration of this is left to a
subsequent paper.
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